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Overview
Owning division GGPI

Country / Region / 
Global implementation

Peru /
Latin America

Thematic area Multi-sectoral

Project start date Q1 2017

Funding source Core

Approved budget for 2018 USD 457,514.00

Actual expenditure USD 403,347.04

% utlization of inputs 88.16%

% of outputs achieved 66.67%

Relevant SDGs
CLEAN WATER
AND SANITATION SDG 6. Ensure availability and sustainable management of water 

and sanitation for all.
AFFORDABLE AND 
CLEAN ENERGY SDG 7. Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and 

modern energy for all.
DECENT WORK AND 
ECONOMIC GROWTH SDG 8. Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic 

growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all.
INDUSTRY, INNOVATION
AND INFRASTRUCTURE SDG 9. Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and 

sustainable industrialization, and foster innovation.
SUSTAINABLE CITIES 
AND COMMUNITIES SDG 11. Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, 

resilient, and sustainable.
RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION 
AND PRODUCTION SDG 12. Ensure sustainable consumption and 

production patterns.
CLIMATE
ACTION SDG 13. Take urgent action to combat climate change and its 

impacts by regulating emissions and promoting developments in 
renewable energy.

LIFE 
ON  LAND SDG 15. Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of 

terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat 
desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt 
biodiversity loss.

Highlights
The PES readiness analysis has proven to be a key instrument to help 
the National Superintendence for Sanitation Services(SUNASS) address 
key outstanding problems to facilitate the Payment for Ecosystem 
Services(PES) investments by water utilities.

Context
Driven by mining, agriculture and other export commodities, Peru’s 
economic growth over the past decade has resulted in a significant 
decrease in poverty and unemployment. However, this growth 
has come at the cost of natural capital erosion and environmental 
degradation. In order to sustain its development in the long-term, 
Peru will need to address the following challenges:

• Preservation and sustainable use of natural capital;

• Efficient use of natural resources in production processes;

• Resilience against climate change and its effects.

In the framework of its membership readiness process for the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), 
Peru has instituted a broad-based country program to address 
economic, environmental and social gaps for green growth. The 
development of the National Green Growth Strategy (NGGS) is 
a key requirement of OECD membership and a cornerstone for 
addressing its NDCs and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 
GGGI is working with a core work group composed of the National 
Competitiveness and Formalization Council (CNCF) and the Ministry 
of Environment, as well as other key ministries to develop the NGGS, 
its Implementation Plan, and Action Plans in priority thematic areas.

Overall objective

• The National Green Growth Strategy implemented to contributed to 30.00% GHG reduction target through initiatives in NDC areas such as avoided 
deforestation, sustainable agriculture, technology change for reduced industrial emissions and others.

• Facilitate investment of a USD 10 million Payment for Environmental Services fund regulated by SUNASS to increase water security for over 10 million 
population in Lima.
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Results achieved in 2018

OUTCOME 1 STATUS ON TRACK

Peruvian government endorses National Green Growth Strategy 
Action Plan for Land Use/Land Change.

The Action Plan for Land Use in the National Green Growth Strategy is 
the National Forest and Wildlife Plan. GGGI submitted its inputs on time 
to the Peruvian government, but due to a series of political factor, this plan 
will be approved in 2019.

OUTCOME 2 STATUS ACHIEVED

Peruvian government endorses National Green Growth Strategy 
Action Plan for Water Stress and Management.

The Peruvian government, through SUNASS, the water and sanitation 
regulator, signed an agreement with GGGI in 2018 to help them 
move forward planning instruments to implement water utilities’ PES 
projects. As part of this work, GGGI provided a strategic diagnostic and 
developed guidelines to help SUNASS and water utilities implement 
more technically sound projects and facilitate natural infrastructure 
investments. These instruments are being developed with SUNASS 
specialists. SUNASS has already used the findings and recommendations 
to update some of its policies and it will be using them in the coming 
future to help water utilities implement their PES projects.

OUTPUT 1.1 STATUS ON TRACK

National Green Growth Strategy Action Plan in  
LAND USE/LAND CHANGE.

GGGI inputs for the National Forest and Wildlife Plan (NFWP) were 
submitted in a timely manner by GGGI to the Peruvian government. 
GGGI also worked during 2018 with the Peru Forest Service to 
incorporate GGGI products as important inputs for the NFWP. This 
included assisting the Forest Service to write the Terms of Reference for the 
development of the NFWP base document and multiple presentations and 
work with the Forest Service team to explain GGGI technical content 
created for the NFWP.

OUTPUT 2.1 (continued) STATUS ACHIEVED

of the PES funds, there will be a good pipeline of projects developed 
and, thus, on the ground action and investments will begin promptly.

Third, GGGI has been working with SUNASS to develop PES guidelines 
for water utilities and an accompanying Q&A document for funds 
administration. In the process of developing these guidelines, GGGI has 
supported SUNASS to solve existing bottlenecks that are stalling PES 
investments by water utilities.

OUTPUT 2.2 STATUS ACHIEVED

Water Pricing Analysis for Water Sector Action Plan under the 
National Green Growth Strategy.

At the request of the National Water Authority, this analysis was not 
undertaken. Rather, work was concentrated on the implementation of 
the Payment for Ecosystem Service Tariff with the National Sanitation 
Service (SUNASS).

Reasons if progress was below target

• Outcome 1: GGGI submitted its inputs for the National Forest and 
Wildlife Plan on time to the Peruvian government, but due to a series 
of political factor, this plan will be approved in 2019.

OUTPUT 2.1 STATUS ACHIEVED

National Green Growth Strategy Action Plan in WATER Stress 
and Management.

GGGI provided closely coordinated assistance and instrument 
development for SUNASS to facilitate the strategic implementation 
of the payment for ecosystem services (PES) projects of water 
utilities in Peru.

First, GGGI conducted an analysis of the readiness of water utilities 
to implement PES projects. The main finding was that despite 
progress in mainstreaming ecosystem services as a key issue for water 
security, water utilities will have difficulties spending the funds and 
implementing the PES projects due to lack of training. GGGI presented 
the results of this analysis in a meeting with SUNASS’ executives, 
including its president, in which ways forward were discussed. As 
part of this diagnostic, SUNASS has decided to revise the criteria for 
determining the percentage of the tariffs assigned for the PES funds. 
Also, the diagnostic was shared with other cooperation entities in an 
event convened by SUNASS (see here), to help guide international 
technical cooperation to provide the technical support needed by 
water utilities to develop their PES projects.

Second, GGGI conducted a review and provided recommendations 
to SUNASS for the development of an ad hoc governance structure to 
administer the PES funds of SEDAPAL, the water utility of Lima. GGGI 
recommendations focused on ideas for decision-making arrangements 
around PES funds and the need for leveraging additional funds. These 
were taken into account in the final Terms of Reference put forth by 
SEDAPAL to contract the administrator of its PES funds. Final selection 
of the administrator is expected by the end of 2018. With a sound 
arrangement between SEDAPAL and an ad hoc specialized administrator

Partners
Local
• Ministry of Environment (MINAM)

• Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF)

• National Superintendence for Sanitation Services (SUNASS)

• National Forest and Wildlife Service (SERFOR)

International
• N/A

Additional results
An unexpected outcome of the PES readiness diagnostic has been the 
interest of other developing agencies who can provide targeted technical 
support to water utilities on this issue.

Lessons learned
• PES policies to promote natural infrastructure investments for 

water security have become a key tool that is important to support 
in order to facilitate investment for communities.

• Technical support for individual PES project development exists 
(i.e. USAID financed programs), but strategic advice to the water 
regulator (i.e. SUNASS) is still valuable to help it steward PES 
policies and investments in the right direction.

• There is an opportunity to help facilitate additional green finance 
to bridge the financial gap of the PES funds of water utilities. In 
particular, SEDAPAL has a sizable projected stream of funds that 
can be used as part of leveraging efforts through innovative financial 
arrangements.


